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Presentation: the accessory is presented as clean and pressed;
the pattern and fabric is suitable for accessory; stripes, patterns,
plaids and colors are used to enhance the accessory

Presentation: the accessory is presented as clean and pressed;
the pattern and fabric is suitable for accessory; stripes, patterns,
plaids and colors are used to enhance the accessory

Design Construction: can include seams, facing, gathers, darts
and other basic work that contributes to the overall shape and
design of the item

Design Construction: can include seams, facing, gathers, darts
and other basic work that contributes to the overall shape and
design of the item

Pattern Construction: work that is specific to the pattern is
completed in a professional manner; corner and angles turned
and pressed; under stitched where need; reinforced where
needed etc.

Pattern Construction: work that is specific to the pattern is
completed in a professional manner; corner and angles turned
and pressed; under stitched where need; reinforced where
needed etc.

Finish Construction: can include linings, hems, trim and other
work that provides a finishing touch

Finish Construction: can include linings, hems, trim and other
work that provides a finishing touch

Overall Construction: difficulty of work considered and how
well construction supports accessory's intended use

Overall Construction: difficulty of work considered and how
well construction supports accessory's intended use
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Thank you for sharing your work and talent with us. We enjoyed viewing your exhibit and
appreciate the effort that you showed. Best of success in the future. The Judges.
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appreciate the effort that you showed. Best of success in the future. The Judges.
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